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The consumer demand for ﬂexible wearables has increased rapidly with the advent of recent
commercial health monitoring systems. The progress in wearable electronics for monitoring physiological parameters in the healthcare industry is rapid and its adaptation is having a positive impact on
society. Physiological parameters are important health indicators and their monitoring could
effectively enable early detection of disease. This would also help reduce the number of more severe
health problems, in disease prevention and lower the overall public sector health cost. Clinical devices
for measurement of these parameters are also traditionally non-wearable. Therefore, companies and
researchers are focused on the development of new materials and related manufacturing methods
which will enable speciﬁc wearable health sensors with a high degree of robustness, repeatability and
accuracy. On the development of printed physiological signal monitoring devices, much progress has
been achieved in recent years. Eventhough several reviews have been presented on ﬂexible and
wearable electronics, a detailed summary of the recent progresses on the speciﬁc class of printed
physiological signal monitoring sensing devices has not been reported. In this review, recent progress
and challenges on the functional inks and substrate materials for mass scale production and
customization of printed ﬂexible and wearable physiological signal monitoring sensor devices are
summarized.
Introduction
Wearable electronics technology is one of the most signiﬁcant
recent innovations which is gradually becoming ubiquitous
[1–21]. A tremendous increase in the wearables usage for many
application areas has been reported, particularly over the last decade (Fig. 1). These provide many opportunities to overcome
demanding key challenges in the society by giving solutions in
the ﬁeld of health care and wellbeing, work safety, enhancement
of productivity, energy management of workplaces and homes.
The sensing principles of currently available wearable sensing
⇑ Corresponding author.
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platforms are, capacitive [22–35], resistive [14,36–41] inductive
[42], amperometric [43], triboelectric [44–52], voltametric [53],
impedance [54], thermoelectric [55], piezoresistive [39,56–68]
piezoelectric [69–82], photoelectric [83], pyroelectric [69,70,84–
86], resonant [87] and optical [88]. Wearable technologies
employed in the healthcare sector for monitoring physiological
parameters include body temperature [36,69,89–92], physical
pressure [93–99], blood pressure [28,29,62,100,101], respiratory
rate [102–104], humidity [105], heart rate (HR) [39,106–108],
skin conductance [109] and body movements [110–113]. All of
these sensors have their own working principles. For example,
ﬂexible temperature sensors developed with metallic tracks
printed on polymer substrates typically rely on the variation of
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FIGURE 1

Application areas of wearables.

metal resistance with temperature; and the pressure sensor commonly operates via the resistance changing when pressure is
applied. The scale and manner of resistance variation is dependent on the materials used for the sensor fabrication.
According to the STOA (European Parliament Scientiﬁc &
Technology Options Assessment Panel), wearables was identiﬁed
as one of the number one technologies which will alter society
[114]. An advanced truly individualized healthcare system and
disease prevention mechanisms is necessary in the world based
on a thorough examination of health and disease conditions of
the individuals. Over the past couple of years, disease prevention
is getting much attention as this treat an individual to prevent a
particular disease from occurring [115,116]. In this endeavor,
wearable devices, that brought computing and communication
much closer to the human body skin, (e.g., shirts [117], necklaces
[118], headbands [119], wristbands [120] watches [121], shoes
[122], and eyeglasses [123]) are becoming increasingly important
for developing human interfaces for motion capture, health
monitoring, and disease diagnostics [4,5,12,124–130]. Wearable
sensors are the more approapriate devices for the non invasive
real time and continuous monitoring of physiological parameters in non-clinical situations when compared to the conventional non-invasive techniques (X-ray, NMR (nuclear magnetic
resonance) and type-B ultrasonic) [12,131].
In recent years, ﬂexible devices equipped with wireless connectivity to mobile technologies has stimulated robust growth
for wearable device technology. The ability to wirelessly transmit
sensed data from a wearable sensor to the external devices
enables coupling with a myriad of applications that provide
automated feedback to improve user behavior. This presents a
strong driver in the market for wireless ﬂexible monitoring
devices. The ﬂexible electronics market represents a broad and
diverse offering of commercial products. This global market is
expected to grow from $ 30 billion US dollars to over $73 billion
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by 2027 [132]. The advanced vision is the integration of sensor
components with computing devices to develop smart, responsive, and intelligent systems for prosthetics and humanoid technologies [133,134], which include synaptic devices for signal
processing, skin like materials for substrate engineering, and
bioinspired patterns in sensor devices for improving signal transduction [108,135–141]. Ever evolving advances in sensing materials, manufacturing methods, and sensing techniques have
fueled a myriad of developments in the area of ﬂexible sensor
technology [648–650]. The unique characteristics of ﬂexible electronics technology will have an enormous beneﬁcial impact for
wearables due to their characteristics such as compliant structures, ultra-thin proﬁles, lightweight, potential for low cost and
high reliability.
The wearable sector is considered to have reached a stage
where it needs to go in a new direction for fulﬁlling the huge
potential it has in the digital society of the future. The future
directions for research are toward developing low cost smart
wearables made up of printed high quality electronic devices
for a long term contribution to the digital healthcare. The sensed
data obtained by the smart wearables is processed and the results
are ultimately provided to the wearer. There are still a number of
hurdles to cross before the technology reaches the maturity
required for larger-scale commercial roll-out. Often wearables
do not record sufﬁcient data for producing enough details to
the clinician or researcher. Smart wearable must be stable and
widely available, should cost as little as possible, and work reliably. If the problems associated with the currently available
wearable health devices are overcome, the use of wearables to
measure physical outcomes and monitor patients would make
them an invaluable tool in clinical trials.
Very recently, a number of review articles have been reported
on the ﬂexibe and wearable electronics, ﬂexible batteries and
functional inks. However, a detailed summary of materials and
methods for printed physiological parameter moniting devices
has not been reported. This area is of signiﬁcant research interest
as revealed by the increasing research efforts and advancements.
Therefore, this review article speciﬁcally summarizes the state-ofart research progress on high performance sensing materials,
storage devices and printing technologies for large-scale ﬂexible
and wearable physiological parameter monitoring sensor
devices.

Manufacturing technologies of ﬂexible sensors
The advancement of wearable and ﬂexible sensor devices leads
developements in materials science and manufacturing methods.
Flexible multifunctional sensors are one of the emerging technologies in wearables which need lower cost, increased reproducibility, increased accuracy, good mechanical stability and
high sensitivity [652]. Multiple parameters can be simultaneously detected using these devices. A traditional ﬂexible multifunctional sensor consist of a pizoelectric sensor and other
different sensors with separate sensing mechanisms on different
substrates [653,654]. In this class of sensors, the piezoelectric
effect (providing an electrical resistance variation with applied
stress) is combined with other separate sensing mechanisms.
Interconnects are used to connect these separate sensors in a
particular device. Numerous ﬂexible sensor component and
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interconnect fabrication techniques have been demonstrated
already [142–157]. In recent years, printing technologies have
inceased in popularity for high performance electronic components fabrication and associated sensor devices on ﬂexible substrates at the required processing temperatures [158–160]. An
important beneﬁt of printing technology is additivity, as patterns/structures are fabricated by the addition of materials in
layer by layer, however traditional manufacturing techniques
are based on the subtraction of material causing increased
amount of waste production that leads to environmental problems. The additive process will often lower the number of manufacturing steps required on the assembly line, providing a
signiﬁcantly faster production route. The main physical component of Printed Electronics (PE) is the functional ink, that is normally composed of organic and/or inorganic materials [341,644].
This peculiar ink mixture enables the homogenious and perfect
deposition of the functional ink over ﬂexible polymer substrates
(for example, polyethylene terephthalate (PET), polyimide (PI),
polyethlenenaphthalate (PEN), poly carbonate (PC) etc.) and followed by high temperature curing of the substrates that are
coated with inks. The temperature range for effective curing of
the substrates coated with functional silver (Ag) ink is 110 –
350 °C [655–657]. Silver is the most common metallic conductive ink used in the market, and this continues to be the most
prominent material in conductive inks, that can be used in many
forms such as micron ﬂakes, nanoparticles, organo-metallic formulations and nano wires. This is mainly because its oxide form
also conducts and this material therefore has a low technological
risk for usage. If the ink conductivity is higher, less ink is also
required for device fabrication. Functional ink printing can be
carry out using different methods such as inkjet printing, screen
printing, and roll-to roll printing techniques [645,646]. The components and devices realized by these printing technologies are
discrete electric components (wirings, bus bars, electrodes, resistors, capacitors, inductors, and antennas) [161–163], active electronic devices ((photo-)diodes, transistors, OLEDs [164–168] and
solar cells [169]), memory devices (ferroelectric capacitor) [170],
energy storage (batteries) [171,172], sensors (physical, and electro chemical) [173–175] and Flexible Hybrid Systems (surfacemount devices (SMDs) and PEs) [176]. Owing to their capability
of bypassing conventional electronics based on silicon to manufacture different devices on ﬂexible/stretchable substrates, PE
obtained much attraction in the ﬁeld of electronic components
and device manufacturing. The growing applications of nanotechnology in electronics, photonics, and biomedical require
manufacturing techniques capable to print nanofeatures at high
throughput. Nanoimprint lithography (NIL) enables fabrication
of nanodevices with nanometre scale feature size and high aspect
ratios.
The ﬂexible wearable device market for self-monitoring health
is growing very fast and this printed wearable sensor area has a
huge potential. The current capabilities of these devices include
physiological and biochemical sensing. The physiological parameters monitoring help to understand the time sensitive state of
health as these are released continuously/regularly by individual’s engagement level and/or emotional states. A few examples
of printed physiological parameters monitoring devices are
shown in Fig. 2a.
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To advance productive fabrication of electronic components/
device, ﬂexographic, screen, inkjet, gravure and 3D printing
techniques are being developed prominently (Fig. 2b) [183]. All
these methods have their own speciﬁc beneﬁts and drawbacks.
Therefore, complex devices/systems will probably be manufactured using the incorporation of various printing technologies.
These printing methods could be divided into two categories,
contact (e.g. Screen, Flexography and Gravure) and non-contact
printing (e.g. Inkjet). Although the contact printing techniques
are widely used for large-area printing, non-contact printing
technologies provide comparatively higher resolution and
enable use of wide range of materials. The manufacturing processes can be implemented in roll-to-roll (R2R) and sheet-tosheet (S2S) approachess to print monolayer and multilayer
devices based on the method of substrate feeding (Fig. 2c and
d). R2R is the method of producing PEs on a roll of metal foil
or ﬂexible substrates and S2S is the method of producing PEs
on a sheet of metal foil or ﬂexible substrates. The main difference
between both approaches is feeding of the printing substrate in a
roll or sheet format. The S2S process allows printing on area from
few square centrimeter to several square meters. However, the
substrate velocity is comparatively slow in S2S production which
signiﬁcantly reduces the production speed [184]. The R2R technology exhibits advantages including high process speeds and
the additive nature, over traditional methods for high yield manufacturing of parts on ﬂexible and stretchable substrates. This is a
classic substrate based printing technique in which additive and
subtractive processes can be used to fabricate complex patterns/
structures in a continuous manner. This printing technology is
very suitable for high-volume and large-scale manufacturing of
PE devices.
Flexible electronic circuits fabrication generates many challenges. This involves designing conductive patterns on a ﬂexible
substrate, joining electronic parts to the ﬂexible electronics circuit without changing electrical conductivity and sensor interface with outside system for the transmission of power,
acquisition of data and conditioning of signal. The essential
requirements for wearable electronic devices are their biocompatibility, huge ﬂexibility and durability and should possess lower
weight. Hence, when carrying out PE techniques, it is vital to
consider (1) the usage of chemically stable and well soluble
non-toxic functional inks that can be processable at lower temperature, for easy printing and suitable post treatment (2) production of high resolution uniform patterns for good electrical
conductivity and excellent amalgamation of devices, (3) the
usage of compatible ﬂexible substrates to integreate with the
human body skin, and (4) speciﬁc structure of the device design
to avoid problems including sliding and cracking for long lasting
device performance and use. Introduction of toxicants from consumer electronics without any control has negatively affected on
the environment. For example, nickel-cadmium batteries are
banned for consumers in the European Union as these batteries
contain 18% cadmium, which is a toxic heavy metal [668]. There
are also many lead containing electronic consumer products that
will also pose environmental health issues [669]. Organic electronics have emerged as an excellent solution to overcome the
challenge of biocompatible and production of green ﬂexible electronics [670]. Organic materials can be deposited on substrates
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FIGURE 2

Printed sensors and printing technologies. (a) Printed physiological parameters monitoring sensors (ECG (Reprinted from the Ref. [177], Copyright 2018 with
permission from Elsevier), Respiration (Reprinted from the Ref. [178], Copyright Ó 2016 with permission from WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim), Pressure (Reprinted from the Ref. [179], Copyright Ó 2017 with permission from WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim), Pulse
(Reprinted from the Ref. [180], Copyright Ó 2018 with permission from Springer Nature), Temperature (Reprinted from the Ref. [181], Copyright Ó 2014 with
permission from Elsevier Ltd.) Humidity (Reprinted from the Ref. [159], Copyright Ó 2012 Published by Elsevier Ltd.) and Strain (Reprinted from the Ref. [182],
Copyright Ó 2019, American Chemical Society). (b) Resolution and throughput for various printing technologies [183]. Schematic of a (c) R2R (Reprinted from
the Ref. [651], Copyright Ó 2014, Springer Nature) and (d) S2S printing process.

using spin coating, evaporation, inkjet and aerosoljet printing
techniques. Inherently organic materials are environmentally
friendly as they are biodegradable, exhibit high level of biocompatibility, and are ﬂexible allowing forming into complex shapes.
Organic materials with controlled electrical conductivity and
ionic transportation make them excellent candidates for transistors and sensing applications [671]. Poly polystyrene sulfonate,
PEDOT:PSS exhibits excellent conductivity and chemical stability and also transparent in nature. Furthermore the conductivity
of PEDOT:PSS can be improved by secondary doping [672].
PEDOT, polypyrole and poly(aniline) derived materials have
demonstrated good biocompatibility and are used in organic
electronics [672]. Nevertheless, comprehensive Life Cycle Analysis (LCA) is crucial for every consumer or healthcare electronic
device. The LCA should be performed taking into account the
manufacturing process, use by the consumer, and after use life
(recyclability). As PEs are aimed to be used as wearables and for
healthcare applications, ink materials need to be thoroughly
investigated for toxicity and alternatives to materials releasing
toxicants must be identiﬁed.
150

Screen printing technology and ink properties
Screen printing is a matured technology for PEs as it has been utilized for over 30 years in the solar and electronics industry for
printing metal interconnections on Printed Circuit Board (PCB)
and solar cells. When compared to other PE process, this technique is faster and more versatile as it brings easiness, affordability, speed and adaptability to the manufacturing method. The
minimum thickness of the printed lines (30 lm) and amount
of material used with screen printing also limits the device’s ﬂexibility and cost effectiveness of the manufacturing process. Inline metrology plays a critical role in the alignment of the
printed lines and within the substrate. The resultant output from
this method is possible to reproduce by the repetition of a few
processing steps [185–190]. Rotary and ﬂat-bed are the two
assemblies of screen printers. Set-up of this technique consisit
of substrate, squeegee, screen, and press bed (Fig. 3a). In screen
printing, inks are transferred through a stencil screen on to the
device substrate, which is made up of a thin sheet of meterials/
metals, ﬁne porous mesh of fabric, synthetic ﬁbers or silk [191].
In the non-printing areas, the mesh pores are closed, for example
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FIGURE 3

Schematic illustration and flexible sensor manufacturing applications of screen printing. (a) Schematic explanation of the screen printing method. (b)
Structure and function of the breathable screen printed skin-like capacitive pressure sensor. (c) Screen printed sensor in mask for monitoring respiration and
the output of respiration in two different, normal states and exercise condition. (d) Screen printed sensor in the chest for heart rate and signal of the physical
force of heart rate under normal state and exercise condition. (b–d Reprinted from the Ref. [206], Copyright Ó 2017 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA,
Weinheim). (e) Screen printed pressure sensor with high flexibility, laminated on the forefinger and (f) magnified sensor view shown in (e). (g) Photographs of
screen printed pressure sensor devices for four diferent sensor sizes of 4, 20, 75, and 130 mm2. (h) and (i) Images of screen printed pressure sensor attached
to the skin using a skin-compatible adhesive patch on the wrist and neck for the realtime monitoring of the pulse wave signal from the blood flow. (e–i
Reprinted from the Ref. [180], Copyright Ó 2018, Springer Nature). (j) and (k) are the schematic of the device which consist a four strain sensors and a
temperature sensor and (l) and (m) are the corresponding (l) Screen printed temperature and strain sensor and (m) is an enlarged pixel consisting of four
strain sensors and a temperature sensor. (j–m Reprinted from the Ref. [207], Copyright Ó 2014, American Chemical Society.)

by a photo-polymerized resin, in the printing areas the remaining pores are keep open to permit ink to pass through
[192,193]. In the screen printing process, the functional ink
spread on the screen mesh at ﬁrst and a squeegee then force
the functional ink through the open pores, in a direction opposite to that of squeegee motion, simultaneously, the substrate
that touches the screen start receiving the ink. In this printing
method, the mesh acts as both image carrier and ink metering
system, thus it determines both the minimum feature size and
the deposition thickness. The screen printing process can be utilized to print thick layers of viscous slurries of carbons, conductive metals, insulators or dielectrics. In the rotary screen
printing process, it is possible to achieve relatively high speed,
however, the rotary set-up screen is very costly and its cleaning
is very challenging [194]. Still many ﬂat-bed screen printing

methods are containing simple manually functioned components. This will be useful when printing over very thick/very thin
substrates that cannot be fed automatically, or if a new image’s
test run is needed. There are semi-automatic and fully automatic
machines available. In a fully automatic machine substrates are
fed and taken off by an automatic feed and delivery set ups however, in a semi automatic system, the substrate is taken off and
fed in manually, but it uses a mechanized squeegee [195].
The screen printed wearable physiological signal monitoring
sensors have been developed. Few examples are given in
Fig. 3b–m [180,206,207]. There is a limited range of screen printable inks available and, thus, restricts their performance, purity,
and stability in comparison to the use of standard semiconductor
materials. Given the lack of standardisation in printable inks, the
manufacturing of new devices requires several equipment and
151
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ink adjustments to match the device performance and cost
requirements. The volume of ink deposition depends on the factors such as, (i) the thread count of the screen. This is the number
of threads per unit distance and thread diameter. (ii) The thread
diameter, D. This is the thickness of the screen and the depth of
the ink column at each open hole in the mesh. And (iii) the pressure (the angle that in turn explains the area of the squeegee in
contact with the screen, and blade speed in respect to the screen
during functional ink writing) [192,193,196,197]. According to a
model reported by Owczarek and Howland, thickness of the ink
(equivalent height of the ﬂow passage) under the squeegee, HSC,
can be expressed as [198],

qﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
p
H SC ¼ D 2  DM 1 þ ðDM Þ2  DH SQ þ H OA
ð1Þ
2
where D is the screen thread diameter, M is the screen mesh count per
inch (M = 1/m, and m is the distance between center lines of two parallel wires of a screen, DHSQ is the average squeegee penetration height
into the screen and HOA is the equivalent open area height. The composition of the ink has a key role in the screen printed patterns. Viscosity [199] and surface tension (cLV ) [200] are the key parameters
related to ink composition that affect screen print quality. Viscosities
of typical screen printable functional inks are relatively high (0.5–
5 Pas, see Fig. 2b) compared to other printing methods. In addition
to that, properties of substrate (surface roughness and surface energy
(cSV )) [201] determine substrate wettability, also affect print quality.
The values of cSV and cLV should know to control wetting. If
cLV < cSV , the surface will wet properly and if cLV > cSV , the substrate
will show only partial wettability [200]. The thickness of a dry ink
deposited on a substrate depends on the pigment and binder in the
ink formulation and the solvent as a diluent shows a major part in letting the ink pass through the screen on the substrate and its volatility
affects the surface quality of the printed patterns. The printed patterns
must be cured (using, either conventional solvent evaporation treatment by heat [202,203] or alternative curing methods include plasma
sintering, photonic sintering and laser sintering [204]) for removing
solvent to allow patterns functionality after printing. In printed
devices, the control of printed patterns conductivities is key to achive
high quality functionality and reliability. This printed patterns conductivity depends on the characteristic conductivity of the deposited
functional material as well as the printed structures topography.

Phillips et al. have formulated tunable screen printable conductive inks by varying the ratios of graphite and carbon black
contents [205]. In their work, they have achived optimal conductivity, 0.029 X cm, at a higher total carbon ink loading (29.4% by
mass). In this condition, graphite to carbon black ratio is 2.6:1.
However, for a 21.7 mass % of carbon loading, this ratio
decreased to 1.8:1. Additional increases in total carbon concentration could also further improve conductivity. This highlights
techncial considerations which must be taken into account for
optimising production and also economic considerations of cost
versus functionality.
Inkjet printing and ink properties
Inkjet printing (non-contact technique) [208] has developed as a
new wearable ﬂexible sensors/device fabrication method because
of its beneﬁts including, low temperature fabrication, various
substrates compatibility, additive and digital patterning, fast
printing, material waste reduction, and controlled materials
deposition [209]. Therefore, this technology has been commonly
used in direct printing of electronic parts, such as TFTs (thin ﬁlm
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transistors) [196,210], complementary ring oscillators [211], solar
cell [212,213], transparent electrodes [214], electroluminescent
displays [215], and wearable sensors [216,217]. For printing these
devices, nanoparticle and organometallic based inks have been
developed using the materials, carbon nanotubes (CNT), Ag, conducting polymers, copper (Cu), and graphene oxide (GO) [218–
220]. The solution based material deposition is very easy and
inexpensive to produce large area PEs on various ﬂexible (for
example, polymers, cotton, synthetic textiles and paper) and
rigid (for example, ceramics, metals, glasses and semiconductor)
substrates [221–223]. It is possible to use this technique with substrates exhibiting pressure sensitivity or ﬂexible substrates having either non-planar or curved surfaces [224]. An inkjet
printer consists of an ink reservoir and print head that has
micrometer sized nozzles through which functional inks ﬂow
either continuously or drop-on-demand (DoD) to generate
images that are designed electronically [225,226]. In this technique, pattern formation consists of generation of droplet, ink
spreading on substrate and drying (Fig. 4a). Using this technique,
it can accurately deposit materials (micro- and nano-meter sized)
into a practical set-up in an additive patterning and maskless
approach without any impact [227–233]. This can be controlled
by usig a computer.
Drop-on-Demand (DoD) [234–236] and Continuous Inkjet
printing (CIJ) are the two modes of operation for inkjet printing
technique [240]. CIJ machines deliver droplets stream in which,
a droplet is electrically deﬂected using a set of electronic signal
driven discharge electrodes. This printing is used when the quality of the ﬁnal image is not critical (such as product numbering).
DoD systems have a nozzle that supplies ink and a piezo electric
crystal (PZT) as actuator. This piezo electric actuator can be
excited by an applied voltage, leading to the generation of pressure wave by expanding and contraction, which creates the ink
droplet that is then ejected at the end of the ink chamber
through the nozzle. In most of the DoD’s, a piezoelectric actuator
thermally generates the droplets whereas in CIJ systems, the
vibrations of piezoelectric actuator lead for passing a continuous
stream of electro-conductive ﬂuid through a nozzle, which regulates the fragmentation of the stream into uniform individual
drops with an equal spacing [237]. The DoD system allows for
a higher control and consistency than that of CIJ systems, due
to the reduced complexity of the droplet and ﬂight distance.
By far, the majority of reported work using inkjet printing for
materials fabrication has reported using piezoelectric DoD systems, however, there has been signiﬁcant work on thermal
DoD as well. Even though CIJ systems have not been used as
widely in materials science applications because of the contamination/waste issue, these systems have been successfully used for
printing ceramic 3-D objects [238] and conducting Ag tracks
[239].
The printing parameters that need to be optimized are ink jetting frequency, inkjetting temperature, diameter of printing nozzles, number of printing nozzles, print height, and inkjetting
waveform [240]. In DoD systems, the stable jetting of single
ink droplets with each electrical impulse with no satellite droplets formation is a key requirement [227,235,241–243], because,
these secondary droplets can lead to ink deposition on untargeted areas and even deviation from the droplet jetting trajectory
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FIGURE 4

Schematic illustration and flexible printed application of inkjet printing technique. (a) Schematic illustration of inkjet printing method. Drop ejection
sequences of (b) 80% graphene ink having 20% Ethylene Glycol (EG) having Z = 2.8, (c) 20% graphene ink having; 80% EG shows Z = 11.2, (d) pristine
graphene having Z = 24. Dark field optical images of inkjet ink drop on different substrates (e) substrate cleaned using plasma, (f) pristine, and (g)
hexamethyldisilazane (HMDS) substrates. Optical micrographs of ink jet printed graphene line is with (i) 100–110 lm wide, with an average 70 nm
thickness and an irregular distribution of flake, with graphene flakes aggregation, (j) 130–140 lm wide, shows clusters at the borders and an average
55 nm thickness and (k) regular and uniform scattering of graphene flakes (width 85–90 lm and average thickness 90 nm). (b–k Reprinted from the Ref.
[254], Copyright Ó 2012, American Chemical Society.) (l) Inkjet printed water based Ag ink electrodes (scale bar 5 mm) with printing speed, resistivity, line
thickness and sintering factors noted (Reprinted from the Ref. [297], Copyright Ó 2013 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).

[226]. The droplet jetting behavior is determined by the ink ﬂuidic properties, characterized by different dimensionless physical
constants, Reynolds number (R) [244], Weber (W) number [245],
and Ohnesorge (Oh) [246] number [232,247],
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
tqa
t2 qa
g
1
W
; W¼
; and Oh ¼
ð2Þ
R¼
¼ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ ¼
g
c
cqa Z
R
where a (lm) is the jetting nozzle diameter, m (m/s) is the average travel velocity of drops, q (g cm3) is the density, g (mPa s) is the ﬂuid’s
dynamic viscosity and c (mJ m2) is the surface tension of the ink. In
1984, it was predicted based on numerical analysis that, the inverse
Ohnesorge number Z > 2 is essential for a single-droplets ejection
without secondary droplets formation in DoD systems [247]. Later,
Reis et al., determined using computational ﬂuid dynamics that a
printable ﬂuid should have a Z value between 1 and 10 (10 > Z > 1)
[248]. However, by considering the formability of single droplets,
allowable maximum ink jetting frequency and positional accuracy,
Daehwan Jang et al., experimentally deﬁned the value, 4 < Z < 14, in
2009 [249]. Low Z values (<4) indicate the formation of a drop with
a long-lived ﬁlament and a long time to a single drop generation,
may cause secondary drops formation which degrades the positional
accuracy and printing resolution. Similarly, the ink with Z > 14, indicates the formation of secondary droplets, are also inappropriate for
inkjet printing. However, several research groups have been reported
this printing with no any secondary drops even for the Z value,
Z > 14 and 2 < Z < 4 [235,250–254], e.g., Ethylene Glycol/graphene
ink at the concentrations 80% graphene ink; 20% Ethylene Glycol
and 20% graphene ink; 80% Ethylene Glycol, exhibits only individual droplet discharge in these both conditions, as functional inks

within the range 1 < Z < 14, without secondary drops (Fig. 4b–d)
[285]. On the contrary to this, pristine graphene ink does not show
any satellite droplet formation in DoD printing even if Z  24, indicating that other fundamental physical factors not taken into account
by Z calculation are at play. In order to optimize ink properties, it is
possible to tune Z by varying q, g and c. Typical viscosities of inkjet
printable inks are in the range of 10–30 Cp [208]. The ejected droplets nature on the substrates can be explained by ﬂuid dynamics
[255]. The low energy surfaces can give rise to a partial wetting, that
results in a ﬁnite contact angle hc (i.e. cos hc < 1) between the liquid
and the substrate when the droplet touches on a ﬂat surface
[243,249,256,257]. The droplets size limit (s) is,




1=2
s ¼ a ðW þ 12Þ= 3ð1  coshc Þ þ 4W=R1=2

ð3Þ

A condition used for deﬁning the ink to prevent clogging
when it contains dispersed nanoparticles is that their size should
be at least 1/50 of the nozzle diameter, that is smaller than the
nozzle diameter. This is because if the particle size is larger than
the nozzle diameter, it leads to the formation of particle clusters
at the edge of the nozzle, may create either agglomeration or
drop trajectory deviation that block nozzle eventually
[234,236,258]. When a single drop of nanoparticle based ink
evaporates, it develops a clear ring pattern on the perimeter of
droplet, called coffee-ring effect, which affects the homogeneity
of the inkjet printed droplets [234,259,260]. To avoid this condition, it is essential to “freeze” the droplet directly after it forms
into the continuous and homogeneous ﬁlm over the device
substrate [227]. The nano particle based inkjet printable ink
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deposition behavior mainly depends on the cSV , ink viscosity and
cLV [234,236]. Another condition that affects homogenous printing and resolution is the distance of nozzle from the substrate
[227,241,243]. Since ink-jetting is characterized by noncontact
printing, the nozzle must be separated from the substrate during
the print process. If the substrate is very close to the nozzle, it
may cause satellite droplets to spread off due to the inﬂuence
of the primary droplet which negatively affects the print pattern.
Therefore, accurate substrate to the nozzle distance (typically 1–
3 mm), substrate wetting and addition are required [261,262].
The centre to centre distance of droplets (interdrop) is a key
parameter for printing lines, because if this distance is large, an
individual drop is deposited, so this distance must be smaller
than the droplet diameter in order to get continuous lines
[263]. However, a very small interdrop distance creates another
problem where for example particle aggregation can occur on
the substrate, causing non-uniform lines [241,243]. Even
though, numerous inkjet printable nanomaterials based conductive inks have been formulated [264–269], they exhibit many
restrictions, for example, metallic Cu and Ag nano particles
(NPs) [270,271] based functional inks are very costly and they
are not even stable in the solvents such as acetone, water, ethanol and IPA. Hence, for the dispersion of these NPs require stabilizing agents in such commonly used solvents [227,272].
Moreover, this class of functional inks often required high temperature sintering post-processing and they get easily oxidized
[273]. There are novel technologies such as enhanced NP
photo-absorption which allow these inks to be processed more
readily [274]. However, as an alternative of these expensive inks,
two dimensional (2D) crystals and graphene based inks are developing as favorable cost effective inks [254,275–279]. The ﬁrst
efforts in developing 2D-crystal inks were based on graphene
oxide (GO) [272,280–293]. Several research groups have been
developed inkjetted reduced graphene oxide (RGO) ﬁlms for
the applications of sensor devices [289,294,295]. Dark ﬁeld optical images of inkjet ink drop on different substrates are shown in
Fig. 4e–h [254]. Fig. 4l shows the inkjet printed Ag back electrodes with process and Ag layer parameters [297].
For wearable sensor applications, conductive patterns with a
high resolution can simply be printed using inkjet printer over
ﬂexible substrates (Fig. 4i–l) [297]. Inkjet-printed sensors have
been advanced for observing strain, temperature, pressure,
humidity, and human motion [295,296]. These sensors manufactured using the inkjet printing process depend on the capacitance and piezoresistivity changes. Sensors based on
piezoresistivity relay on piezoresistive materials (semiconductor
and conductor). By applying mechanical stress their resistance
can be changed. The high performance of the inkjet printed
wearables depend on many factors including excellent quality
of patterns, very good device ﬂexibility/elasticity/stretchability,
and excellent durability of devices [223,273].
Gravure printing technique and ink properties
Gravure printing (Fig. 5) is particularly a promising contact printing technique [192,195,298–300]. This method uses direct ink
transfer through the physical touching of the structures over
the substrate. Cost effective high patterns quality can be produced in this technique. This method consists of a Cu electro154
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plated huge cylinder engraved with micron sized cells, which
are ﬁlled with ink from an enclosed chamber. Properties of ink
and the ratio of microcell width/depth play a key part in this
printing process. The depth of microcell varies from 10 to
30 lm and the width of micro cell wall varies from 3 to 5 lm.
The minimum printed spot size is 30 lm. This technology offers
good image reproduction, variable depth and area printing, and
can be used to print on variable rigid/ﬂexible and absorbent/nonabsorbent substrates. The TFTs [301], organic photovoltaic
devices [302,303], integrated circuits [304] and sensors [305] on
ﬂexible/strechable substrates have been manufactured using this
R2R gravure printing method.
Many experimental [306–310] and theoretical [311,312] studies have been carried out to determine the optimum conditions
to attain high resolution patterning. In this printing technique,
ink transfer depends on the ink solvent and viscosity, tracking
property, applied pressure and material of the transfer roll. In
2015, Nguyen et al. reported an analytical approach for the ink
transfering mechanism in gravure printing which permit an
effective process control for printing ﬁne lines [300]. They
deﬁned a dimensionless adhesion-force difference (DF, which is
the difference between the adhesive forces on the substrate
(FAS) and cell surface (FAC)) for evaluating the functional ink
transferring mechanism with respect to cLV , cSV , and microcell’s
surface energy and aspect ratio (AR). The additive forces are
F AC ¼ W AC  LAC and F AS ¼ W AS  LAS , where WAC, WAS, LAC, and
LAS are the contact lengths, L and works of adhesion, W at the
ink-cell (AC) and ink-substrate (AS) interfaces. Low cSV inks, high
cLV substrates, and microcells with high-AR and low surfaceenergy are appropriate for increasing the ink-transferring ratio
during the printing state. In their model, this printing process
can be separated in to four different stages: (i) ink phase at the
functional ink through, (ii) the doctoring phase where the ink
is metered by the doctor blade, (iii) the printing phase where
the substrates meets the roller and (iiii) the setting phase where
ink is coming out from the cylinder cell to complete printing.
The inks moved to the substrate are subjected to FAC, FAS and
the cohesive force inside the ink (FCO), (i.e., FAS > FAC > FCO).
There is no ink transfer occur if FAC > FAS and FCO > FAS, over
the entire interface. The ink will ideally be transferred if FCO < FAS
and FCO < FAC. Most of the ink will be transferred to the substrate
when FAS > FAC, without leaving any voids/pinholes in the
printed structure. According to Nguyen et al., the DF, which acts
as the unit of measure for the success of a R2R gravure printing
process in terms of the cell geometry and works of adhesion at
the interface as,


W AC
DF ¼ W CELL W AS 
ð3Þ

cosðtan ½2d CELL =W CELL Þ
where dCELL and WCELL (Fig. 5a) are the depth and width of a cell,
W AS ¼ cink ð1 þ coshS Þ and W AC ¼ cink ð1 þ coshC Þ. Here, cink: surface
tension of the functional ink, hS: contact angle of the ink on the substrate and hC: contact angle of the ink on the cell surface. Hence, this
printing process largely depends on the cink and the ink viscosity
which determine FCO. The high cost of gravure rollers dictates that
this printing technology can only be used in large scale production
of PE devices/components. In this case, the degradation of a doctor
blade is used to remove an extra ink from the rotating cylinder, can
create printing defects, as well as damage plates and transfer rolls.
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FIGURE 5

Gravure printing principles and gravure printed physiological parameter monitoring sensors. (a) Conventional R2R Gravure printing schematic. (b) and (c)
present an overview of gravure printing operation principles. (d)–(i) Optical microscopic images of gravure printed graphene patterns with the trach widths:
15, 20, 25, 30, 35 and 50 lm (d–i Reprinted from the Ref. [314], Copyright Ó 2014 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim). (j) R2R gravure printing on
PET substrates. (k) Sensor functionalization using gravure printed biocompatible for sweat analysis. (l) Electrodes are gravure printed on a PET flexible
substrate of 150 m roll (j–l Reprinted from the Ref. [315], Copyright Ó 2018, American Chemical Society).

Therefore, these materials must be selected with a great care, especially
for large-scale production.

Numerous functional inks have been developed for this
printing technology [313]. In 2014, Secor et al., formulated a
high-concentration stable graphene functional ink in an environmentally and chemically benign solvent and then gravure
printed high-resolution large-area patterns on ﬂexible substrates
(Fig. 5d–i) [314]. In that work, electrically conducting lines
(10,000 S/m) having 30 mm resolution have been fabricated
on large areas with an excellent uniformity and reliability.
Recently, transparent electrodes and interconnects have been
gravure printed using one dimensional (1D) nanomaterials based
inks (e.g. metal nanowires ([316,377,378]) and CNT [318,319])
on ﬂexible substrates [315]. In 2018, Huang and Zhu developed
gravure printable water-based Ag nano wire (NW) ink for ﬂexible
substrate [320]. They report that by tuning the properties of ink,
processing conditions and post-processing treatment, a highly
conductive (5.34  104 S cm1) and high resolution (as ﬁne as
50 mm) Ag NW patterns can be gravure printed over large-areas.
Under different bending cycles, these Ag NW lines on the PET
substrate displays exceptional robustness and ﬂexibility.
Flexographic printing technique and ink properties
Flexographic printing is a continuous contact method that uses a
ﬂexible image carrier/plate made from rubber or polymer (Fig. 6)
[183,321]. This process is used for high speed runs of PEs. In this
printing method, the ink is moved over the substrate that positioned on an engraved anilox roller (which is an ink metering
device) and then, after the removal of the excess ink using doctor

blade from non-engraved surface of the anilox, the relief areas of
image pass to the printing-plate, called ﬂexoplate. Using an anilox roller, the developed structure on the ﬂexoplate is covered by
a homogeneous layer of functional ink. This roller surface is
made up of number of small wells or cells for carrying a speciﬁc
amound of functional ink. The cell depth in the anilox roller is
constant, that results a constant thickness of inks being transferred to the plate roller. Here, the support thin substrate, called
as the web, should be soft and ﬂexible for wrapping over the anilox roller. The patterns are generated when the ink coming out
from the impression roller is transferred to the substrate. Minimum printed spot size noted as 20 lm [322]. This method
requires only a slight contact pressure to allow reliable transferring of ink from the printing plate to the substrate. Flexible printing plates enable quality imprints even with a low and gentle
contact pressure within the printing plate and substrate [321].
Major driving forces behind the constant improvement of the
ﬂexographic print quality are the technologies related with the
creation of the printing plate, ink formulation and the anilox
delivery systems. This technique is suitable for substrates such
as very thin, ﬂexible, and solid materials, virtually all papers,
thick cardboard, rough-surfaced packaging materials and fabrics
[323]. Like gravure, the ﬂexographic printing process starts with
inking and doctoring of the anilox roller, however, unlike gravure, these anilox cells are not the key image generating area
and are responsible for metering the volume of functional ink
for ensuring the development of continuous and homogeneous
patterns [324]. Many anilox cell structures such as, pyramid cells,
tri-helical, quandrangular etc. are used in this printing method.
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FIGURE 6

Flexographic printing principles, flexograhic printable functional ink. (a) Flexographic printing schematic and its principles. (b) Flexographaic printing ink
trialed on (c). Inset shows zoomed in pictures of the printed fill profiles (b–c Reprinted from the Ref. [324], Copyright Ó 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry).

The amount of ink that a single anilox cell (VCELL) can hold in a
pyramid cell structure is calculated as,
V CELL ¼

pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
h
AOPEN þ ABASE þ AOPEN ABASE
3

ð4Þ

where AOPEN is the cell opening area, ABASE is the area of cell base and
h is the height of the anilox cell (see Fig. 6a). This equation differs
between cell structures.

Both these, gravure and ﬂexo, technologies relay on large
metal rolls, gravure roller and anilox roller (engraved cylinder
that transfers the ink onto the printing form), to control ink
deposition on the substrates [325]. Gravure is a ‘direct’ printing
method in which functional ink brings from the ink through
to over the substrate directly through the roller which not only
meters the wet ink application weight but also acts as the print
image carrier. However, ﬂexographic printing, is an ‘indirect’
printing process upon which the control of the wet ink application weight is implemented via the anilox roller, transferring the
metered ink from the anilox to an image plate, before the ink
deposition onto the substrate. Both of these printing techniques
are strong practical candidates for high-speed, cost effective fabrication of 2D material printable applications due to their high
throughput. In these techniques, successful printing demands
the homogenious and controlled ink transferring mechanisms
onto the substrates [326,327]. The fators that affect this critical
stage is solvent of inks, pressure and materials of transfer roll
[326,327]. These printing methods require very high volatile solvents because, these processes run at very high speed and the
inks dry mostly by evaporation [328].
R2R is considered to be a leading technology that need to be
matured to produce inexpensive ﬂexible PEs in the near future
since it enables mass scale production by high speed web handling. Screen and inkjet printing techniques are commercially
used for manufacturing of PEs. Gravure and ﬂexographic tech156

niques are still at low TRLs and require further research and
development activities to commercialise. Nevertheless, a general
comparison of these printing techniques and their ink formulation speciﬁcations are given in Table 1.

3D printing
Multi-material Additive Manufacturing (AM) enables fabrication
of complex electronic components with customized designs such
as radiofrequency (RF) transmitters and receivers, ﬁlters, and circuit tracks with reduced size, lightweight, and lower power consumption. Most AM techniques use single material to print
complicated 3D parts. A number of multi-material AM systems
are commercially available that can print conductive functional
tracks and polymer housing in single run. These systems have
enabled a number of research groups to print electronic devices
(RF, ﬁlters, temperature detectors), volumetric electrical circuits,
and electrical interconnects [334–338]. Inkjet printing, fused
deposition modeling, stereolithography, and 3D material jetting
are major 3D printing techniques used for electronic components. Mirotznik et al. demonstrated additive manufacturing of
transmission lines, antennas, and connectors for radio frequency
devices using nScrypt 3Dn-300. Lower conductivity of AM produced functional tracks is still challenging and use of hybrid
techniques allow improvement of conductivity in printed tracks.
UV irradiation was used to sinter the 3D printed arbitrary structures to fabricate polymer bonded permanent magnets [339]. In
other multi-material 3D printing work, a non-grounded coplanar waveguide (CPW) conﬁguration was printed and
immersed in electroplating solution to metallized the conductive
structures [340]. Scattering parameters were improved after electroplating of the printed waveguide. The surface roughness of 3D
printed components is still high compared to other fabrication
techniques.
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TABLE 1

Comparison of printing techniques and their ink formulation requirements [192,195,298–300,329–333].
Screen

Gravure

Flexographic

Digital
Non-contact
15–500
30–50
15–25
15–100
0.02–5
Flexible
Single
No
No

Stencil/R2R
Contact
10–15
30–50
38–47
30–100
0.6–100
Flexible
Multiple
Yes
Yes

R2R
Contact
100–1000
10–50
41–44
50–200
8–100
Flexible
Multiple
No
Yes

R2R
Contact
100–500
45–100
13.9–23
30–80
5–180
Flexible
Multiple
No
Yes

Ink composition (wt%)
Pigment
Binder
Solvent
Additive

5–10
5–20
65–95
1–5

12–20
45–65
20–30
1–5

12–17
20–35
60–65
1–2

12–17
40–45
25–45
1–5

Considering the 3D printing of electronic components, innovations in consumer and healthcare electronics are required that
enable the production of slim, lightweight, and smart devices
connected with each other. The viscosity provided from the
ink is a limitation in selection of material-process arrangement
for PEs. The aerosol Jet printing technique provides a complete
solution that enables the fabrication of 3D printed electronics
without use of masks or stencils. Inkjet printing cannot be used
for multi-layer and multi-material printing, where functional
devices in multilayer format are stacked over each other. In such
cases, each electronic component (e.g. photodetector, transistors,
and LEDs) has to be printed with a different material (e.g. conductive or semi-conductive materials, resistive materials, and
dielectric and encapsulation materials) having a different viscosity [673]. Aerosol jet printing enables printing of materials with
different viscosities. This technique is rather simple in which
an inert gas is used to atomise the ink material. The type of atomiser depends upon the viscosity of the ink material. For lower
the viscosity range (1–5 centipoise) ultrasound atomisers are
used. However, for ink materials where the solvent has high viscosity (up to 1000 centipoise) pneumatic atomisers are used. As
the inert gas ﬂows over the ink surface, a mist is generated with
droplets of the ink material. Big droplets (over 5 lm) settle while
the small droplets (less than 5 lm) are collected and driven
towards deposition head. The aerosol density is increased in
the next step by removing the extra gas using a virtual impactor.
The concentrated aerosol stream is compressed and focused
using a sheath gas (dinitrogen) as it passes through the nozzle
of the deposition head resulting in printed ﬁne structures that
are of less than 10-lm resolution. This technique allows conformal printing on ﬂexible substrates with complex geometries as
no physical contact is required between the deposition head
and the substrate. The distance between the nozzle and substrate
can be varied between 1 and 5 mm. This ﬂexibility in the distance enables aerosol printing on non-planar surfaces. Freeform
deposition of aerosol is made possible by using computerised precision motion and mechanical shutter system control. A wide
range of materials can be printed using aerosol jet printing. Con-
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Inkjet
Printing form
Approach of printing
Printing speed (m/min)
Minimum line width (lm)
Solution surface tension (mN/m)
Resolution of printing (lm)
Speed (m/min)
Substrate
Process mode (step)
Mask requirement
Material wastage

ductive nanoparticle colloids (e.g. Au, Ag, Cu, Zn, and Graphene
etc.) have been used to print interconnects and conductive tracks
[674–677]. Li-ion based battery cathodes fabricated with aerosol
jet printers have shown improved discharge capacities
[678,679]. Achieving high volumetric efﬁciency is the biggest
advantage of 3D printing while multi-material printing using
aerosol jet printing allows the printing of electronic devices with
high volumetric efﬁciency [679,680].
Printed electronics inks and substrates
In electronic device manufacturing, PE is becoming increassingly
a method that promises to enable a large number of applications
through integrating functional inks with conventional printing
technologies. Inorganic and organic materials are used for ink
formulation [341]. Normally, inorganic materials ink consist of
metallic NPs, for example, Cu, Au, Ag, aluminum (Al). Organic
inks contains materials including polymers, carbon black, RGO
and graphene i.e., dielectrics, semiconductors and conductors.
The conductive polymer based ink has been used in sensors,
resistors, electromagnetic shields, inductors, batteries, capacitors,
etc., whereas organic semiconductor based ink is employed in
active devices as active layers. The PE ink is composed of a particular material and many other additives including surface tension
and rheology modiﬁers, agents, defoamers and binder that dispersed or dissolved in an organic or aqueous solvent
[192,298,329]. In the PE ink, the functional materials are incorporated into the ink systems as active agents (e.g., various conducting, semiconducting and dielectric materials) [342,343].
These inks are then pattern onto a substrate for functional device
fabrication. The print pattern homogenity and its properties are
heavily dependant on the ink formulation. The compatibility of
sovents to the functional materials and the selection of an
appropriate formulation mechanism for the functional material
carrier are important factors for developing homogeneous functional inks. The functional ink formulation mechanism mainly
involves varnish (liquid carrier) developement, pigment (functional material) dispersion and composition turning for adjusting the physical properties of inks. The physical properties of
157
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the varnish, which is usually prepared by dissolving additives
and binders in the solvents (is the diluent to the functional materials, additives and binders), deﬁne the wetting properties of the
functional materials and thereby govern the properties of the
functional ink [192,329]. Varnishes are categorized into water
based and organic solvent based. Highly volatile ethyl acetate,
IPA and n-propyl acetate are the solvents usually used for the
high speed gravure and ﬂexographic printing process as these
require rapid drying of the ink. However, slighly low volatile solvent such as butoxyethanol and aromatic distillates, having
moderate evaporation rates, are used for the screen printing process for avoiding screen mesh clogging associated with the fast
drying of the ink. As water is an environmentally friendly solvent, there is a high demand for the developement of water
based functional ink formulations. The varnishes that carry functional materials onto the ﬂexible substrate solidify after the complete evaporation of the solvent. For blending the functional
material/pigment into the varnish, various dispersion technologies such as, ball milling, agitation, high speed mixing, and
three-roll milling are used [298,329]. For low viscous inks, that
are used for the inkjet printing method, suitable blending processes are ball milling and agitation. High speed mixing processes
are used for the medium viscous inks which are suitable for the
ﬂexographic and gravure printing techniques. For high viscosity
ink systems commonly used for screen printing technology, the
suitable blending method is three-roll milling [298,329].
Recently, there is much attention directed toward investigating the solution-processed 2D materials as functional agents as
a way to exploit their unique material properties [344,345]. The
2D material printed application was ﬁrst reported in 2012 by Torrisi et al., when graphene was ink jetted to produce ﬁeld effect
transistors [254]. Since then, rapid advancements have been witnessed in 2D materials ink formulation and production of
devices. Examples of 2D material agents are transition metal
dichalcogenides (TMDs), black phosphorus (BP) and hexagonal
boron nitride (h-BN) etc. [276,346–350]. However, these ﬁrst generation of 2D material based inks were not optimized for the
advanced printing technologies, e.g., inkjet, screen, ﬂexo and
gravure printing [314,351–356]. Therefore, this new class of inks
are just emerging. The main applications of printable 2D materials include optoelectronics, conductive inks, photonics (e.g. nonlinear optical devices), sensors, and energy storage (e.g. super
capacitors and batteries) [276,314,346–355,357–362]. Controlled
additive patterning of the 2D materials has also enabled the manufacturing of fully-printed heterostructures (i.e. stacks of multiple
2D materials) [346–348]. The other component, binders, are typically polymers [348,357], that allow to bind the material particles to each other and onto the substrates. These binders dry
up and solidify very easily by evaporation of solvents. However,
in some cases, this may need curing, for e.g. sintering/annealing
or ultraviolet light radiation exposure in order to crosslink.
Examples of binders for ﬂexible printed devices are acryclic
[363], silicone [364,365], styrene [366], ﬂuoroelastomers [367],
or urethane [368]. Another key component of the functional
ink is solvents. These are providing excellent binder solubility
and offer satisfactory ink viscosity, homogeneity and surface tension. Solvents are keeping ink ﬂuidity by mixing/diluting other
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ink components such as agents, binders and additives such that
the ink can be applied to the printing press until it is transferred
to the substrate. Wetting properties of the substrates and agents
can be improved by using additives (e.g., surfactants). For speciﬁc
applications, inks properties have been tailored by using the surfactants [369,460], adhesion improvers [365,370], humectants
[371], penetration promoters [372], and stabilizers [373].
More recently, one dimensional (1D) materials (nanotubes,
nanowires, and nanoribbons) got attracted due to their signiﬁcant properties (mechanical, thermal and electrical) from the
formed bulk materials. Among the 1D materials, CNT based inks
are very promising and highly suitable for ﬂexible electronic
applications. Theoretically, it has been shown that maximal
strain that the CNTs can reach to is 15%, indicating the high
ﬂexibility of CNTs [374] which has been identiﬁed also by experimental results [375,376]. Compared to the metallic inks, the
conductivity of CNTs is poor, which results in their limited applications and performance. Recently, metallic NWs based inks
aroused immense interest of researchers. Lee et al. developed a
highly stretchable and highly conducting metal electrode that
was fabricated using long Ag NW based ink [377]. Even in the
stretched state, the patterns based on this Ag NW ink shows high
performance. A signiﬁcant feature of nanomaterials for the
sensing platform application is thier physical properties
tunability. For the development of wearable sensors, numerous
1D and 2D materials based inks that consist of a wide range of
materials including, nanoﬁbers [32,71,206], nanowires
[31,39,44,75,279,317], nanotubes [40,267,318,379–382], graphene
[276,285,357,383,384],
metal-based
nanoparticles
[140,385–389], and quantum dots [390,391] have been formulated. Mainly, those printable inks are formulated for inkjet
[357] screen [392] gravure and ﬂexographic [314] printing
technologies.
The signiﬁcant physical properties that affect deposition of
the ink on the substrates are: surface tension, viscosity, density
and drying rate [221]. For a particular printing technique, ink viscosity (which is a rheological description of a ﬂuid with respect
to the shear stress, the shear rate and the shear time [393–395])
is a key consideration and critical parameter related to printing
ink selection. Generally, ﬂuids are categorized into nonNewtonian and Newtonian. If the viscosity of inks remains
constant, these are Newtonian, whereas non-Newtonian ﬂuid
viscosity may change depending on applied shear stress,
therefore inks can spread easily when pressure is applied [396].
Due to this, Non-Newtonian inks are favoured for printing technologies. Different printing technologies need speciﬁc properties
of inks for achiving a particular resolution and performances.
Viscous inks are required for screen printing whilst highly ﬂuent,
low viscosity ﬂuids are desired for inkjet printing. The preferred
PE inks must exhibit good printability. These inks should satisfy
the needs, such as, the preparation process of the inks should be
simple and have a high yield.
Also, the surface tension and viscosity of these inks must be
located within a suitable range to make them compatible with
a number of printing technologies. In addition to that, without
any precipitation these inks must be stable for months at lower
room temperature and the materials should be sustainable [371].
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Dielectric based inks
Insulator PE inks should have excellent insulation capabilities,
which is also often used as an encapsulation to prevent metallic
ink oxidation in PE fabrication. The direlectric inks and substrates for the PE applications have been developed from
organic/inorganic hybrid dielectrics, inorganic materials, and
polymers [397,647]. In these, metal oxide inorganic dielectric
materials having a higher value of dielectric constants recevied
much attraction. Dielectric inorganic materials (for example, alumina (Al2O3) and silica (SiO2)) require high temperature processing in order to produce bonding of the dielectric high-density
ﬁlms. A fully printed metal–insulator–metal capacitor on a ﬂexible substrate has been developed using HfO2 (hafnium oxide)
and Silver metal i.e., Ag/HfO2/Ag, by inkjet printing method
[398]. The dielectric strength of HfO2 material is high. This developed capacitor by Vescio et al. exhibits excellent reliability and
homogeneity. When considering organic dielectric materials,
their processing temperatures are very low and they exhibit good
ﬂexibility and higher values of dielectric constant. Due to these
propertires, organic material is desirable for PE applications.
The polymer insulators normally used in electronic applications
are polystyrene (PS), PI, poly(4-vinylphenol) (PVP), PET,
polypropylene (PP), poly(methyl methacrylate) (PMMA) and
polyvinyl alcohol (PVA). In 2014, Withers et al., have developed
hexagonal h-BN based dielectric ink for inkjet printing of gate
dielectric for devices based on heterostuctures (Fig. 7a and b)
[421]. h-BN is a hexagonal crystalline form of boron nitride with
a layered structure and its inks has been developed in water using
the salt of 1-pyrenesulfonic acid sodium [399,400]. This material
is called white graphite. It shows good thermal and electrical
properties. Since the material has wide band gap (6 eV), this
in combination with the dangling bonds absence and smooth
atomic surfaces, h-BN makes an ideal candidate as dielectric substrate for the 2D material based inks in hetero structure device
fabrications [401–403]. The h-BN ink shows an exceptional
chemical, mechanical, thermal and optical properties and hence,
this will be an alternate dielectric material in future for the development of next generation nanodevices [404–409]. In 2017,
Carey et al., have formulated dielectric h-BN ink curable at room
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temperature, having Z 19.4 (for h-BN) for DoD system (Fig. 7c
and d) [361]. The rheological parameters (g, c and q, see Section “Inkjet printing and ink properties”) of this dielectric ink
are, gh-BN 1.7 mPa s, ch-BN 72 mN m1, qh-BN 1.01 g cm3.
For the ink formulation, they have used deionized water as solvent and carboxymethylcellulose sodium salt (Na-CMC) as additive. The lateral dimension of the h-BN ﬂakes varied from
516 nm to 5 lm which was in agreement with the general guidelines of inkjet printing where the average particle size should be
<1/50th of the nozzle diameter to avoid nozzle clogging [254].
Semiconductor inks
In electronic components, semiconductors show prominent
roles. For producing semiconductor thin ﬁlms, most of the fabrication techniques use a sputtering process. Even though, the
solution-processing approaches have been employed to fabricate
semiconductor devices, these suffer from poor device performance. The ink based on organic semiconductors has greater
ﬂexibility and processability. After deposition of solution, these
only require evaporation of solvent. These materials are considered as appropriate for wearable ﬂexible PEs due to its ability to
process at lower temperature with different ﬂexible substrates
make. For inkjet PEs, the semiconductor inks are possible to prepare either from organic polymeric semiconductors including
P3HT (poly(3-hexylthiophene)) [410,411] and PQT-12 (poly[5,50 bis(3-dodecyl-2-thienyl)-2,20 -bithiophene])
[285,412–415]
or
soluble organic semiconductors of small molecule, for example,
pentacene derivatives (6,13-bis(triisopropylsilylethynyl) (TIPSpentacene)) [416,417] or benzothiophene derivatives (BTBT)
[418].
The inorganic semiconductors usually have higher durability,
superior device performance and stability. Therefore, recently,
interest in inorganic semiconducting nanomaterials are
increased because of its huge potential applications in large area
and inexpensive PE devices. Oxides of transition metals (e.g.,
ZnO TiO2, CuO, MoS2, SnO2 and In2O3, and its derivatives), perovskite, kesterite and silicon are the typical inorganic semiconductor materials used in PE components/device fabrication
[419–422]. For example, Gebauer et al., have recently produced

FIGURE 7

Dielectric ink formulation and its characterization. (a) Schematic illustration of the h-BN ink formulation in Py-1SO3 aqueous solution and (b) optical
absorption spectra of Py-1SO3 and Py-1SO3_h-BN solutions. (a and b Reprinted from the Ref. [346], Copyright Ó 2014, American Chemical Society). (c)
Scanning electron microscopy images of h-BN flakes 516 nm and (d) transmission electron microscopy micrographs of h-BN flakes. (c and d Reprinted from
the Ref. [361], Copyright Ó 2017, Springer Nature.)
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different metal oxide nanoparticles (ZnO, TiO2, CuO, SnO2 and
In2O3) based inks [423]. Nanoparticles of these metal oxides are
synthesized by chemical vapor synthesis (CVS), yielding small
particles with high crystallinity and phase purity. These metal
oxide inks exhibit long-term stabilities without particle sedimentation over a period of several months with rheological and interfacial properties suitable for inkjet printing on different substrate
materials like silicon and ﬂexible polymeric substrates.
Schneider et al. studied a series of zinc complexes with oximate ligands for their suitability as precursors for inkjet printing
ZnO, and presented that ZnO microstructures could be used in
PE device manufacturing [424]. As shown in Fig. 8, Cui et al.,
have developed ZnO NPs based inks and screen printed them
as patterns, ZnO NW array via a hydrothermal method, on PET
substrate and Si wafers [425]. This site-selective growth mechanism was used to grow the patterned ZnO NW array from the
ZnO NPs. These NW arrays with uniform morphology exhibits
hydrophilic and lipophilic properties and the patterns of these
could be easily controlled by the screen printing plate. Recently,
several 2D semiconductor materials inks are used and inkjet
printed over various substrates for the fabrication of PE devices
[426–428]. Indeed, the liquid exfoliation of layered materials is
often used to develop inkjet printable inks to manufacture PE
devices [345,429,430]. For example, Li et al. reported an efﬁcient
and a reliable technique for inkjet printing of multilayer MoS2
nano sheets (>6 layers, 5–7 nm thick) [431]. This technique
enables the integration of inkjet printed MoS2 patterns with
other components, and therefore allows the construction of various functional PE devices. Even though the inorganic semiconducting inks are environmentally stable and providing higher
electric performances, these exhibit disadvantages including post
processing treatement at higher temperatures and insufﬁcient
dispersions. These properties are not compatible to the ﬂexible
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substrates which are used for wearable electronics applications
[432].
Conductive ink
Metal nanoparticles, typically synthesized in solution [433–436],
are important in the fabrication of advanced components/
devices. These are offering numerous opportunities for the development of miniaturized PEs [437], and sensors [438]. For conductive PE inks, the printed patterns should possess high room
temperature conductivity and upon sintering, obtain bulk conductivity at a lower temperature (<150 °C). Conventional materials based on metals (e.g., Ag, Au, Cu nanowires/nanoparticles/
ﬂakes [26,439,440]) and carbon (e.g., CNT [441–443] and graphene [444-447]) are generally considered for developing conductive printable inks/pastes for printing components/devices
[448–452].
Organic inks: Carbon based conductive materials have been
considered (especially developed from the carbon black and graphite), in the production of coatings and inks in the PE applications [453–459]. Carbon based nanomaterials exhibits greater
sensitivity and an excellent mechanical and electrical properties
[24,353,430,460,461]. Since the development of graphene (basic
building structure of graphite), this has been used in numerous
applications such as sensors [462–464], energy storage devices,
[465], fuel cells, [466], high strength materials, [467], biomedical
sector of therapy [468–470] diagnosis [471–475] and drug delivery [476–480] due to its signiﬁcant properties larger surface area
[481], high electrical conductivity [482], higher strength, [483],
high thermal conductivity [484], good elasticity [485], chemical
inertness [486] and gas impermeability [487]. Over the past decades, graphene oxide (GO) has been extensively studied [488–
493], and several research groups have reported on development
of GO based inks [272,281,294]. GO is produced by graphite

FIGURE 8

Zincoxide nanowires with its characterization and application. Images (a)–(d) are selectively grown ZnO NW array on PET by screen printing of ZnO NPs based
ink and a hydrothermal process; (e) the cross sectional SEM pictures of site-selective growth of ZnO NW arrays; (f) photograph of different ZnO NW array
patterns. (Reprinted from the Ref. [425], Copyright Ó 2016, Royal Society of Chemistry.)
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oxidation with oxidants or acids [494,495], which disturbs the
network of sp2 hybridization. This disruption creates the group
of either epoxides or hydroxyls, with carbonyl or carboxylic
groups attachement to the edge [496,497], making GO readily
dispersible in water [493,498] and other solvents [499]. Borini
et al., have developed highly ﬂexible and transparent temperature and humidity sensors suitable for the large volume fabrication using GO ink (Fig. 9) [500]. The sensor was shown to have
a very fast response time in detecting moisture in a user's breath
(30 ms response and recovery times). Selected PE organic inks
for the application of physiological signal sensing devices are
given in Table 2.
Inorganic metallic inks: Among the advanced materials used for
sensor fabrication, nanowires or nanoﬁbers of inorganic materials are widely studying due to the properties such as high sensitivity and simple assembly [154,503–506]. In one of the early
studies, Dearden etal. synthesized a lower temperature organic
Ag ink for the application in a drop on-demand inkjet printer.
Very recently, conducting inks that dry at room temperature
and form an instantly conductive layer, without the need of
time-consuming sintering process have been developed [507].
These inks are, therefore, suitable to be cheaply and easily deposited on a ﬂexible substrate. Selected PE inorganic metallic inks for
the application of ﬂexible physiological signal sensing devices
are shown in Table 3.

FIGURE 9

Humidity sensor based on graphene oxide. Wearable and flexible sensors
fabricated using conductive organic ink. Graphene oxide (GO) based flexible
humidity and temperature sensor capable of measuring breath humidity
and distinguishing human behaviors such as whistling (Reprinted from the
Ref. [500], Copyright Ó 2013, American Chemical Society).

Composite ink
The conductivity and stretchability of printable composites need
to be improved for the practical PE application when compared
to the highly conductive metallic ink. The theoretical prediction
of composite conductivity expressed as,

S
r ¼ r0 V f  V c
ð5Þ
where r: electrical conductivity of the composite, ro: conductivity of
the conductive ﬁller, Vf: volumetric fraction of the ﬁller, s: ﬁtting
exponent and Vc: volumetric fraction at the percolation threshold.
Printable composite ink has been synthesized using SWNTs (ultralong single walled carbon nanotubes) and ﬂuorinated copolymer in
ionic liquid [516]. This ink exhibits 57 S cm1 conductivity at 38%
of tensile strain. Chun et al., reported printable hybrid composites
with a high conductivity and stretchability. This ink contains ﬂakes
of micrometer-sized Ag and multi walled CNTs in combination with
self-assembled Ag NPs [451]. This printed hybrid Ag–CNT composites
exhibit conductivities 5710 S cm1 without strain and 20 S cm1 with
140% of strain [451]. Selected PE composite inks for the application of
physiological signal sensing devices are displayed in Table 4.

Electro conductive adhesives: Reliable and highly conductive
electrical interconnections are still challenging in PEs. Different
epoxy-based metallic pastes were used previously but are prone
to cracks and detachment on stretching of ﬂexible substrates.
Over the last years there has been extensive research on
Electro-Conductive Adhesives (ECAs) materials and process
improvement leading to innovative solutions which provide
increased functionality due to higher conductivity. By avoiding
use of lead and tin, these materials offer more environmentally
friendly solutions to join different electronic components.
Reactive ink
Reactive ink (based on colloidal NP) is emerging as a strong substitute for NP based ink in PE application, especially in the fabrication of conductive metal tracks or electrodes. This class of inks
called as metal organic decomposition (MOD) ink [239,521–524].
These inks are aqueous solutions that reduces the clogging. In
this class of inks, colloidal stabilizers are not required, hence,
very suitable for inkjet printing. The concept of inkjet printing
using reactive inks (or called reactive inkjet printing) is using
inkjet printer to combine droplets of two reactants. This technique consists of two process, (i) printing of metal precursor
and (ii) then depositing a reducing reactant at the same place
to attain the elemental metal directly on the substrate (Fig. 10)
[525]. This method has the advantages of being fast, inexpensive,
and appropriate for productions in large-scale, and provides an

TABLE 2

Selected examples of printable organic inks and their physiological parameter monitoring wearable sensor applications.
Ref

Functional organic
inks

Inkjet printing
[501] Graphene
[89]

CNT

Screen printing
[502] CNT
[502] Carbon Black

Solvent

Binders, cross linker

Substrate

Curing temp
(oC)

Ink
property

Sensing
application

Diethylene/
ethanol
Water

PEDOT: PSS

PU

70

Conductive

Temperature

PEDOT:PSS

Kapton

100, 10 min

Conductive

Temperature

UV light
Poly acrylic acid-A and Poly acrylic
acid-B

Textile
Paper

30

Conductive
Conductive

Strain
Strain

Water
Ethanol
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TABLE 3

Selected examples of printable inorganic metallic inks and their physiological parameter monitoring wearable sensor applications.
Ref

Metallic
inks

Inkjet printing
[508]
AgNP
[509]
Ag
[510]
Ag
[511]
AgNP
RESEARCH: Review

[512]
[512]

AgNP
AgNP

Solvent

Binders/crosslinker

Substrate

Curing temp
(oC)

Ink
property

Sensing application

1,2-Dichlorobenzene
–
–
Hexyl acetate

–
–

KAPTON
PI
Paper
Kapton foil

150
130, 10 min
60, overnight

Conductive
Conductive
Conductive
Conductive

Strain
Temperature
Temperature
Temperature & Humidity

Paper
PET

150, 30 min
150, 3 h

Conductive
Conductive

Temperature and Humidity
Temperature and Humidity

130, 10 min

Strain

80, 25 min
105

Conductive
Dielectric
Conductive
Conductive

Pressure
Pressure

150, 1 min
–

Conductive
Conductive

Sweat Sensor
Humidity

–

Pressure of 170 kPa
(5 min at room temp.)
–
UV light

Screen printing
[513]
Ag paste
Polymer
[514]
Ag
[515]
Ag

–
–
Water
–

Air oven

Textile
Textile
Textile
Paper

Gravure printing
[315]
Ag
[159]
Ag NP

water
Ethanol

(poly(vinyl butyral)), PVB
–

PET
PET

–
–

TABLE 4

Selected examples of printable composite inks and their physiological parameter monitoring wearable sensor applications.
Ref

Functional inks

Inkjet printing
[517] PEDOT:rGO-PEI/Au
NP
[518] SPS:PEDOT NP/RGO
Screen printing
[519] CNT + PEDOT:PSS
CNT + AgNP
[520] C + Polymer

Solvent

Binders/cross linker

Substrate

Curing temp
(oC)

Ink
property

Sensing
application

Organic
solvent
Organic
solvent

Thermally annealed

PET

180, 130 s

Conductive

Humidity

Thermally annealed

PET

180, 130 s

Conductive

Humidity

–

–

PE
PET
PET

70
130
120, 20 min

Conductive

Temperature
Strain
Temperature

Rubber and PE modiﬁed
polystyrene

Conductive

FIGURE 10

Reactive ink synthesis. A schematic demonstration of Au NPs synthesis through reactive inkjet technique (Reprinted from the Ref. [525] Copyright Ó 2014
WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).
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on-demand facile integration of NPs into various active and passive devices.
As an example, Li et al. have directly printed Cu lines on the
paper substrate by reactive inkjet printing method, using Cu as
the precursor with aqueous solutions of Cu citrate and sodium
borohydride (NaBH4), as reducing reactant/agent. The Cu salt
was printed ﬁrst. Then the reducing reactant subsequently
printed from a multi-color print head. At room temperature,
the measured conductivity attained on a paper substrate,
1.8  106 S/m, is 1/30 of bulk Cu metal, 59.6  106 S/m)
[526]. Another example is the synthesis of self-assembled AuNPs
with acceptable size uniformity, with diameters as small as 8
± 2 nm, directly on the substrate using inkjet printing and a
unique solvent/precursor system [525]. Walker and Lewis developed room temperature transparent, stable, low viscous and
particle-free reactive inks that composed of Ag for producing
structures with high conductivities (>104 S cm1).
In PEs devices, the high temperature sintering limits the substrates selection because most ﬂexible polymer substrates are
thermoplastic materials with a lower Tg (glass transition temperature), and hence the temperature above that will lead to deformation of the substrate. Patterns printed using MOD inks are
electrically insulated until sintered above 150 °C to decompose
metal into conductive elemental metal. Many studies are therefore focusing on developing new methods to reduce the sintering
temperature for MOD inks.
Curing/sintering
The sintering of metallic nanoparticles is essential to remove the
oxides from the substrate surface and conjoining of the metallic
particles through focused heating and melting. The sintering
improves the electrical performance (conductivity) and
microstructure of the printed tracks [527]. Thermal energy
[528], non-thermal chemical process [529], pressure assisted
[528], or mechanical [530] and several other sintering techniques
have been used for sintering of the printed structures depending
upon the conductive ink material and substrate material [531–
536]. Traditional thermal sintering is not feasible as polymers
with low glass transition temperatures are used as substrate to
fabricate printed electronics and wearables. Laser and intense
pulsed light (IPL) sintering are widely used for sintering of inkjet
printed nanoparticles [537,538]. In laser sintering, laser beam is
focused on a small area of the printed track and localized thermal
energy is provided to exposed area equal to beam spot size (typically several mm diameter). However, in IPL technique, a xenon
ﬂash lamp is used and the light is exposed over a large substrate
typically several cm2 area. Therefore, for large area electronics
and related printed techniques (e.g. R2R), IPL is preferred.
Another difference is provision of ‘grayscaling’ in laser sintering
as the laser power can be varied during the exposure of a patterned surface. By controlling the laser intensity, the sintering
can be controlled and patterned tracks with varied conductivity
can be produced. Nittynen et al. tested and compared plasma,
laser and photonic sintering of Ag nanoparticles tracks printed
with inkjet printing [539]. The maximum reduction in resistivity
of the printed tracks achieved was 15 lX cm for plasma sintering,
4.6 lX cm for laser sintering and 3.3 lX cm for photonic sintering. It was also observed that the microstructure of tracks after
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photonic sintering was more uniform and comparatively denser
than laser or plasma sintering. The signiﬁcant improvements in
the microstructure also corresponds to better mechanical
performance.
Substrates
The widely used polymer substrates in PEs application are polyether imide (PEI), PC, poly acrylate (Pacr), PI, polyethylene
(PE), polyurethane (PU) and PET [523,540,541]. Among these
substrates, PET [542,543], PC [544], and PU [545,546] exhibit
an excellent deformability and optical transparencies. Another,
popular substrate to integrate sensitive nanomaterials for PEs is
polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS) ﬁlms due to its excellent elasticity
and biocompatibility [29,30,547,548]. For most PEs, low porosity
and high surface energy ﬂexible substrates are preferred. For
all applications, heat resistance, dimensional stability and
gas-impermeability are the major requirements for ﬂexible
substrates. Fabrication of ﬂexible devices involves different processing steps that require high temperature of at least 300 °C,
therefore, heat resistance is a key requirement to withstand high
processing temperatures. The substrate selection for a particular
device manufacturing must meet physical, mechanical, chemical, thermal and optical requirements, as well as, compatibility
with the conductive inks are also important. Different polymers
used as ﬂexible substrates and their properties are listed in Table 5
and Fig. 11 shows the screen printed strain sensor on different
ﬂexible substrates.
In addition to these polymer substrates, cellulose paper and
textiles (e.g., silk, cotton, etc.) are explored and developed as substrate materials for ﬂexible sensor devices. Textile is one of the
generally used and inexpensive ﬂexible material and the studies
of wearable sensors incorporation in textiles has been on-going
since the 1980s [560]. The textile substrates are renewable and
friendly to the body skin. They are offering many opportunities
for deploying sensors [561,562], energy harvesting device [563],
ﬁeld effect transistors [564], and antennas, [565], which are
potential for smart textiles/garments. The combination of electronic and textile technologies in particular can be useful in different applications, for instance to detect the physical parameters
of patients or to increase the safety level of people who work in
dangerous environments, by monitoring their physiological
parameters [566,567]. Sensors integrated or woven into textiles
for monitoring body temperature [568], heart rate [569], respiration [570], and humidity [511] using inkjet printing technique
have been demonstrated. Now, conductive fabrics have been
advanced in different clothing, including gloves [571,572], shirts
[573,574] and socks [575].
Interestingly, Mattana et al. have developed humidity and
temperature sensors on Kapton ﬂexible foils (PI sheets, 50 lmthick, provided by DuPont) and integrated into textiles [511].
In their study, thin-ﬁlm meander resistor that is sensitive to temperature and thin ﬁlm interdigitated capacitive transducer that is
sensitive to humidity are the sensing elements. They have inkjet
printed the ink based on AgNP on the PI substrate. Both the
developed temperature and humidity sensors were integrated
into the garment. Conductive yarns are used in the garment to
create contact with these sensors. The developed temperature
sensor has been operated with a sensitivity of 5 °C at a
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TABLE 5

Various polymer substrates and their properties [216,219,544,549–558].
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Flexible Polymer substrates

Surface energy
(mN/m)

Transparency
(%)

Water
abso. (%)

Dimensio.
Stability

Surface
roughness

Solve.
resist.

Tg
(°C)

Modulus
(M pa)

Polyethylene Terephthalate (PET)

44.0

90

0.6

Good

Poor

Good

2–4.1 103

Polycarbonate (PC)

34.2

92

0.16–0.35

Fair

Good

Poor

70–
110
145

Polyurethane (PU)
Polyimide (PI)

38
43.8

–
35–60

0.2
1.3–3.0

Good
Fair

Good

Good
Good

Polydimethylsiloxane (PDMS)
Polypropelene (PP)

20.4
30.2

–
84.0–90.0

>0.1
0.01

Good
Good

Good

Poor
Good

80
155–
270
125
0

Polyacrylate (Pacr)

–

>90

0.2

Good

Fair

Good

105

Polyethlene Naphthalate (PEN)

–

88

0.3–0.4

Good

Good

Good

118

Polyethersulphone (PES)
Polycyclic Oleﬁn (PCO)/Poly-nor
bonene (PNB)

–
–

89.0
91.6

1.4
0.03

Fair
Good

Good
Poor

Poor
Good

223
35

2.0–
2.6 103
7
2.5 103
1
0.008–
8.25  103
2.4–
3.4  103
0.1–
0.5  103
2.2  103
1.9  103

FIGURE 11

Screen printed strain sensor and its characterization. (a) Schematic of screen printed strain sensor. (b) SEM picture of printed composite CNT-AgNP film. (c)
Schematic of making temperature sensor using a laser cutter. (d) SEM picture of PEDOT: PSS-CNT film. (e) Picture of strain sensor array on printed on a
silicone, a PET and a PE. (f) Photo of temperature sensor array on a PET. (g) Schematic of device for characterization (Reprinted from the Ref. [559], Copyright
Ó 2014, American Chemical Society).

temperature range 10–80 °C and the detection range of the
humidity sensor with 10% sensitivity is 25–85%.
For obtaining highly sensitive pressure sensors in textile, it is
important to use fabrics having huge surface roughness and
excellent electric conductivities. Different materials including
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metal NWs and NPs (e.g., Ag NWs and Ag NPs) [577,578], conductive organic polymer (e.g., PEDOT) [579] in combination of
fabrics/ﬁbers and nanomaterials based on carbon (e.g., rGO and
CNTs) [580,581], have been demonstrated for manufacturing
textile based pressure sensors. Recently, Ziqiang Zhou et al. have
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FIGURE 12

Inkjet printed pressure sensor and application. Schematic demonstration of (a) pressure sensor integration on fabrics and (b) its operating mechanisms. (c)
and (d) Images of pressure sensors and (e) its mass scale production on a cotton. SEM images of (f)–(h) cotton fibers coated with Ag NW (i) Ag-printed
electrode on cotton. (j) and (k) Pictures of LED and pressure sensor arrays integrated on a garment. (l) Photo shows the LED brightness by pressing arrays of
pressure sensors. (m) Optical textures and the current signal with respect to different bending angles. (n) Optical image of wind blowing using mouth and the
detection of current. (o) Image showing different wrist movements after wraping the sensor. (p) The device connected to the mask (Reprinted from the Ref.
[576], Copyright Ó 2018, Royal Society of Chemistry).

developed all-fabric supersensitive piezoresistive pressure sensor
for monitoring movements of human by using textile based
screen printed Ag paste electrode arrays (Fig. 12) [576]. This manufacturing process is simple, cost effective and appropriate for
mass scale integrated fabrication. Different motions of hand
including wrist bending, hand waving etc. (Fig. 10o) and a
changes in the frequency of respiration can be monitored accurately (Fig. 10p) by using its wearable bracelet form.
Recently, paper substrate has shown a great promise in developing physiological parameter monitoring sensors due to its
availability, ﬂexibility and recyclability. Various applications of
the cellulose based electronic devices are, sensors [582,583], generators [584,585], transistors [586–588], diodes [589] and energy
storage devices [582,590,591]. For using paper substrate in PEs,
the use of low processing temperatures (150 °C) are important
as it degrade easily at higher temperatures. Wearable vital parameter monitoring sensors have been developed based on these
paper substrates. For example, wearable pressure sensor device
based on ultrathin Au NW has been developed by direct coating
of Au NWs on a Kimberly-Clark tissue paper [515]. The response
time of this sensor shows <17 ms and it detected 13 Pa pressure
with a sensitivity >1.14 k/Pa.
Another example is the development of 3.5 cm  2.5 cm sized
multisensory paper watch based physiological parameters monitoring device (Fig. 13a and b) [592]. Using this lightweight multisensory cost effective and recyclable device simultaneous and
continuous monitoring of temperarure, skin humidity and pressure (Fig. 13) is possible. They have encapsulated fully in a 3D

printed ﬂexible wristband. Within this device the sensor monitoring for pressure contains a capacitive parallel plate structure
and the temperature sensor is with resistive structure whereas,
humidity sensor uses a capacitive structure through interdigitated electrodes design. They have used Ag ink for drawing the
conductive patterns.
In one of the latest effort, Chen et al., developed cellulose
paper based pressure sensor using screen-printing technique
(Fig. 14a) [593]. In their work, ﬂat printing paper was used as a
ﬂexible pressure sensor substrate and the carbonized crepe paper
(CCP) as the active material. This CCP is highly conductive. The
interdigital electrodes were screen-printed using Ag paste. The
developed CCP based ﬂexible pressure sensor shows sensitivity
greater than 2.52 k/Pa, broad applicable range of pressure (0–
20 kPa), fast speed (<30 ms), lower monitoring limit (0.9 Pa),
and great durability (>3000 cycles). These properties enable the
fabricated CCP based pressure sensor to be able to sense pressure
variation caused by wrist pulse, respiration, phonation, etc. and
to monitor spatial pressure distribution in real time as the pixelated array (Fig. 14b and c). The sensing mechanism of this
CCP pressure sensor is the pressure dependent contact within
the CCP and between the CCP and interdigitated electrodes.

Power management and storage
Along with the rapid advances of high performance ﬂexible
wearable electronics, there is an ever-growing demand for
light-weight, ﬂexible power sources and storage devices today
[594–596]. Several methods have been demonstarted to produce
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FIGURE 13

Health monitoring paper based patch. (a) Picture of the multifunctional paper-based sensors for temperaure, body humidity and pressure monitoring. (b)–(e)
Schematics of the multisensory pattern, temperature sesor, humidity sensor and pressure sensor (Reprinted from the Ref. [592], Copyright Ó 2017 WILEY-VCH
Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim).

compliant ﬂexible batteries. Since the ﬂexible wearables are free
of external electrical connections, light weighted and highly
integrated, self-powered ﬂexible PEs possessing excellent coordination among energy harvesting, storage and management, are
highly preferred. Flexible batteries play a key role in achieving
wearables and compatible electronics. Several approaches are
required for powering wearable PEs from the development of
innovative materials for faster charging, and for development
of smaller and more energy efﬁcient batteries to improve the
existing energy storage device efﬁciency. The lithium-ion batteries [623] and supercapacitors [658] are the existing ﬂexible
energy storage devices. Even though sensing elements with
self-powering mechanisms have been reported recently
[53,597–600], most of the health detecting systems need power
for driving sensing components. In addition to that, power is
essential to collect the data, analysis the data and for giving feedback. Data retrieved from multiple sensors in a wearable is
becoming much more complex to manage. As more sensors are
added to wearables, more power is needed to run sensor data
and turn it into useful information. In wearable systems, the primary role of the power source is to offer required power. This
power souce should be placed closer to the sensor module for
minimizing the usage of wires and related problems such as complexity of the device, discomfort and losses due to the resistivity.
Next important requirements are longer battery life and sufﬁciently safe materials and safeguards. In wearable devices, ﬂexible
166

battery constructs with high performances and energy management systems are key design components [601–611]. Coupling
ﬂexible devices with power sources that are also ﬂexible, is very
challenging.

Lithium-ion batteries (LIBs)
Flexible lithium-ion batteries (LIBs) (Fig. 15) are very versatile
storage systems for PEs devices, since this is inexpensive and
offering much span of life, and large energy density [612–616].
The main components of conventional LIBs are a cathode,
anode, lithium salt electrolyte, separator (made up of polymer)
and its packaging [617]. The electrodes (also called active materials) that are used for LIB must have high capacity and low selfdischarge. Battery performances mainly depends on the active
materials used for fabricating the cathode and anode. Numerous
electrodes that normally consist of soft inorganic or organic
materials in ﬂexible substrates have been developed for conﬁguring ﬂexible LIBs. Flexible solid polymer materials and different
functional materials have been proposed [659,660] as electrolytes and electrodes. 1D materials have great potential to be
fabricated as the ﬂexible and transparent electrode due to great
electrical and mechanical properties [619,620]. For the realization of highly ﬂexible LIBs, widely used coin type LIBs are not
appropriate [618]. Flexible LIBs require the development of ﬂexible anodes, cathodes, electrolytes and separators. Flexible cathode and anode materials exhibiting excellent performances are
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FIGURE 14

Scematic of paper based pressure fabrication and its applications. (a) Schematic demonstartion of the production of pressure sensor based on carbonized
crepe paper (CCP). (b) Wearable CCP based pressure sensor application to detect wrist pulse and (c) sensor current changes by phonation of the words
“apple” and “banana” (Reprinted from the Ref. [593], Copyright Ó 2018, American Chemical Society).

need to be used for manufacturing ﬂexible power storage systems. The development of new active materials for electrodes
with highly improved electrochemical and mechanical performances is a big challenge for producing completely ﬂexible LIBs.
The provision of high levels of safety under repeated mechanical
deformation is also a challenge. In recent years, various structural
designs (Fig. 15a–c) and manufacturing techniques (Fig. 15g–j)
for ﬂexible LIBs have been developed [616,661–667]. Numerous
ﬂexible LIBs have been developed [616,621–625]. LIB electrodes
have been successfully developed using inkjet [661,662], screen
[663,664] and 3D [667] printing processes. The printing processes enables achiving inexpensive, thinner and lighter LIBs,
compared to conventional methods.
Interestingly, Qian et al., developed a spine-like highly ﬂexible and mechanically stable LIB with remarkable electrochemical
performances, inspired by the shape of the natural vertebrate
spine for ﬂexible and wearable electronics (Fig. 16) [171]. They
have used commercially available LiCoO2 (MTI Corp.) as cathode
and graphite (MTI Corp) as anode. The energy density of this
class of ﬂexible battery was found to be over 85% of that in conventional packing. Compared to the previous reports
[590,614,615,626,627], this developed battery is highly stable.
In another example, a coaxial, ﬂexible LIB with a shape of
ﬁber was developed by using CNT/Si composite yarns (as anode)

onto a cotton ﬁber (Fig. 17a–e) [628]. In a separate study, batteries having stretching properties with an integrated recharging
wireless mechanisms (Fig. 17f–n) have been reported [629]. In
this study they have used LiCoO2 as cathode, Li4Ti5O12 as anode,
gel electrolyte (which is a combination PE oxide, lithium perchlorate, dimethylcarbonate and ethylene carbonate) and silicone elastomer substrate. For depositing cathode and anode
materials, the transfer printing technique was performed.
Another study showed the fabrication of a full graphite/LiFePO4
(carbon-coated lithium iron phosphate) LIB based on paper substrate [630]. This highly ﬂexible battery shows a total speciﬁc
energy density 188 mWh/g of full paper battery at C/10.
Signiﬁcant developements have been achieved on the structure designing and manufacturing of LIBs with high ﬂexibility
over the last years. However, for the practical application in PE
ﬂexible devices, there are many problems to be resolved i.e., optimization of the packaging materials, current collectors, electrodes, and electrolytes.

Flexible super capacitors
Flexible and printable super capacitors are considered as potential candidate for meeting challenges of energy storage for wearables [631]. For printed super capacitors, various methods
including screen printing, inkjet printing, and R2R printing
167
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FIGURE 15

(a) Schematic demonstration of a fully flexible Lithium-Ion Battery (LIB). (Reprinted from the Ref. [616], Copyright Ó 2012 Royal Society of Chemistry.) (b)
Schematic of a wire like structure of LIB. (c) The schematic illustration of a spine-like battery. (b and c Reprinted from the Ref. [666], Copyright Ó 2019,
American Chemical Society). (d–f) Schematic of interdigitated electrodes 3D printed. (g) Photograph of syringe loaded with inks (lithium ion
phosphate/graphene oxide ink) and (lithium titanium oxide/graphene oxide ink). (h) 3D printed interdigitated cathode and anode. (i and j) Photograph of
miniaturized 3D-printed electrodes. (d–j Reprinted from the Ref. [667], Copyright Ó 2016 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)

FIGURE 16

Bioinspired spine like battery and its characterization. (a) Schematics of bio inspired spine like battery structure and fabrication process. (b) Charge or
discharge cycle test. (c) Optical images of battery curresponding to the figure b. (d) Pictures of spine like battery in different states. (e) is the cycling
performance under repetitive mechanical load test curresponding to the figure (d). (Reprinted from the Ref. [171], Copyright Ó 2018 WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH
& Co. KGaA, Weinheim.)

techniques have been used. The printed ﬂexible super capacitors
are composed of substrates, electrolytes, current collectors, and
active materials. The inks that are suitable for these capacitors
168

are classiﬁed as current collector, active material and electrolyte
inks. In a very recent study, solid state super capacitors have been
screen printed using Ag@PPy ink over a ﬂexible PET substrate,
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FIGURE 17

Fiber LIB fabrication, characterization and application. (a) Schematic demonstartion of coaxial fiber LIB fabrication (red color = cotton fiber, blue
color = CNTLMO composite yarn and yellow color = CNT-Si/CNT composite yarn). (b) and (c) are the LIBs voltage profiles and span of life between 2.0 and
4.3 V at 1C. (d) Picture of a fiber LIB to lighten up a LED. (e) Fiber LIBs in a garment. (a–e Reprinted from the Ref. [628], Copyright Ó 2014, American Chemical
Society). (f) Schematic demonstration of stretching and bending of a completed device. (g) Battery design with the layout of different states. (h)
Demonstration of serpentine geometries as interconnects. Pictures of (i) aluminium and (j) Cu electrodes and interconnects on silicon substrates. Scale bar in
(i) and (j) are 2 mm. (k)–(m) Electrochemical and mechanical properties. (n) Capacity retention and coulombic efficiency over a number of cycles. (f–n
Reprinted from the Ref. [629], Copyright Ó 2013, Springer Nature.)

which provides energy as high as 4.33 lWh/cm2 and shows
higher mechanical ﬂexibility [632]. In an earlier study, Kristy
et al. developed screen printed and knitted super capacitors on
garments with a capacitance as high as 0.51 F/cm2 and high ﬂexibility (Fig. 18a–f) [633]. In another work, asymmetric all-printed
super capacitors on garments having energy 0.0337 mWh/cm2
have been developed [634].
Similarly, inkjet-printed in-plane super capacitors have been
developed. The paper based in-plane solid state super capacitor
has been inkjet printed in one of study using SWNTs/ACs
(single-walled carbon nanotubes/active rbons) current collectors
(Fig. 18g) [635]. These highly ﬂexible capacitors were produced
by a sealing treatment having capacitance 100 mF/cm2. Recently,
a transparent (71% transmittance) and ﬂexible in-plane super
capacitor having 99 lF/cm2 capacitance was demonstrated using
inkjet printing method (Fig. 18h–j) [637]. Another report
explains the development of ﬂexible and cost effective paper

based inkjet printed super capacitors, exhibiting 1.586 F/cm2
capacitance and 22 mWh/cm3 energy density (at a power density
of 0.099 W/cm3) [638]. In 2015, Lee et al. developed R2R printed
ﬂexible super capacitors by patterning AgNP and active carbon
electrodes on a polymer substrate. This shows 45 mF/cm2 capacitance, 4.1 lWh/cm2 energy density and excellent ﬂexibility
[636]. In a separate work, very recently, Kang et al. have obtained
R2R laser-printed super capacitors, exhibiting excellent performance, using the electrodes made up of graphene-graphitic carbon [639]. In a latest work, Zhang et al., inkjet printed microsupercapacitors on AlOx-coated PET and paper substrates using
MXene (transition metal (M) carbides and nitrides (X)) organic
inks with high printing efﬁciency and spatial uniformity
(Fig. 19) [640]. The Z values (2.2–2.6) of used MXene organic inks
are within the optimal value range for stable jetting, 1 < Z < 14.
They have tuned thickness and sheet resistance Rs of the printed
patterns by adjusting the printing pass (Fig. 19d). They report
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FIGURE 18

(a)–(f) Screen printed super capacitor embedded in textile. (a–f Reprinted from the Ref. [633], Copyright Ó 2013, Royal Society of Chemistry.) (g)
Manufacturing states of paper based in-plane super capacitors using inkjet printing method (Reprinted from the Ref. [635], Copyright Ó 2016, Royal Society
of Chemistry). (h)–(j) Fabrication process of R2R printed super capacitors and its explanation. (a–f Reprinted from the Ref. [636], Copyright Ó 2015, Royal
Society of Chemistry.)

(a)

(b)

(c)

(e)
(d)

FIGURE 19

Inkjet printed microsupercapacitors. (a) Schematic of fine resolution of inkjet printing of MXene organic inks on PET substrate; the curved green lines
indicates MXene nanosheets and blue and red arrows shows the droplets inward and outward flows. (b) Scanning Electron Microscopic (SEM) image of the
inkjet printed microsupercapacitor. Inset shows the whole device. (c) Inkjet printed microsupercapacitors on PET substrate. (d) The sheet resistance plotted vs
number of passes, <N> (optical images of various printed lines (2 cm in length) with different <N> is given as inset). (e) The electronic conductivity as a
function of bending degree and number of bending cycles. (Reprinted from the Ref. [640], Copyright Ó 2019, Springer Nature.)
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that the volumetric capacitance (up to 562 F/cm3) and energy
density (as high as 0.32 mWh/cm2) of the all-MXene printed
micro-supercapacitors are orders of magnitude greater than existing inkjet/extrusion-printed active materials [641–643].

Conclusions and future perspectives
In this paper, the current state-of-the-art of the materials and
manufacturing methods for large area ﬂexible electronics and
wearables for healthcare applications are highlighted. The
requirements to print high resolution and highly conductive
tracks on lightweight and range of ﬂexible substrates resulted
in the development of contact and non-contact printing techniques in R2R and S2S production. Although R2R printing provide inexpensive high throughput large volume printed
electronics solution, the capital costs are high for R2R production
unit. Therefore, small scale companies are pushed towards sheet
feed processing techniques. Nevertheless, most of the printed
electronics production techniques are suitable for both mechanisms. A good range of printing techniques including gravure,
ﬂexography, inkjet and screen printing are developed that covers
high throughput and good resolution from submicron to 100micron resolution. Some techniques (such as screen printing)
require multiple print cycle, thus provide low throughput. Gravure technique although provide scalable solution for PE, reliability and repetition in resolution quality are still challenging.
Therefore, state of the art metrology tools is needed to examine
the printed circuits and provide feedback to the printer in case
of defect occurrence.
There is a strong and pressing demand for the development of
multiple sensor-integrated small wearable form factor with
robust control of data storage, communication and power supply
for real time feedback from multiple physiological conditions.
Devices currently available are large and have limited functionalities such as the low level of comfort and body conformability,
high production costs and require very speciﬁc on-body placement (e.g. ECG and EMG) for accurate monitoring. The physical
packaging of multiple components into the ﬂexible form factor
and its manufacturability is very challenging because of the
diversity in the parts with different mechanical and electrical
properties. The rigid form factors of component devices (sensors,
battery, transmission circuit, Bluetooth etc.) restrict placement of
devices on human body. The advanced production technologies
in PE enable use of ﬂexible substrates to print electronic components, suitable for on-body placement with higher level of comfort and easiness. This includes the design and production of
ﬂexible storage devices with a power provision capacity and
low power circuit consumption while achieving low thickness,
high sensitivity, high resolutions, high robustness, and long life
times, in a sustainable and low cost manner. Reliability of the
sensors throughout the life time without need of calibration
and the battery life of wearables are critical concerns when it
comes to the mass markets. These factors remain challenging
as the accuracy of the sensors have high error bars in the majority
of wearable sensor devices and the batteries do not last a satisfactory amount of time, and still need to be charged on almost a
daily basis. Therefore, to exploit the potential of wearable sensor
systems, the development and integration of high precision sens-

ing devices with the latest battery technology are required. The
enormous data generated by the sensor devices, limited storage
and real time feedback require continuous transfer of data from
wearable device to cloud storage which utilize signiﬁcant
amount of energy. Therefore, data management strategies are
important and developed to ensure low use of battery energy
for data transfer without losing crucial data for speciﬁc
application.
It is expected that with attention to key challenges discussed
above, in developing a new vision, we need also to focus on
the use of sustainable and recyclable materials; using more cost
effective and abundant available materials for inks and substrates
and techniques with large volume production capabilities.
Achieving an uncomplicated printability without the use of high
amount of additives, stabilizers free NP inks, and low temperature cured precursor inks, offers huge technological signiﬁcance.
The major factors inﬂuencing the growth in wearable sensor
devices include that they are smaller, smarter, cheaper, require
less energy and they integrate with an external device (such as
a mobile phone and/tablet) for real-time monitoring. The large
amount of sensed data generated using wearable systems has to
be managed and processed to extract relevant information. This
data is processed and displayed as an integral part of the wearable
sensor monitoring systems. For that, the development of adavanced software for recording and displaying combined signals
from wearables and provision of feedback to the user is needed.
Improved reliability convenience, and accuracy, lower cost and
the supportive set-up for the assistance and monitoring need to
be developed to bring the developments reviewed herein closer
to mainstream usage and commercialization. To reduce defects
and scrap and ensure high quality of the sensor production, optical, electrical, and high speed camera based online metrology
tools need to be employed. With all these, a ﬂexible and replaceable power source with a long life time is important. To meet the
future ﬂexible cutting-edge PEs demand, it is necessary to
develop low cost, ﬂexible, light-weight, and sustainable energy
storage systems with high power and energy density. These are
the key drivers of the future competitiveness of the ﬂexible and
wearable electronics industry.
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